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What To Do if Hackers Hold Your Company Hostage  
and Demand Cash
It’s the reality of the world we are in for companies today. For instance, you hear 
the news stories about email systems, credit bureaus, healthcare and financial 
institutions having a security breach. But can it really happen to you? Let’s answer 
what to do if hackers hold your company hostage and demand cash (or bitcoin) 
for ransom.

Cybersecurity incidents have skyrocketed. There is a direct correlation to 
COVID-19 changes in workplace practices and cyber breaches. The risks can no 
longer be ignored.

Therefore, we have to shift our thinking from hope for the best, to prepare for the 
worst.

An Inside Look Into a Security Breach
Employees manage many daily tasks. One prominent task is managing emails.  

Emails come through internal and external sources, therefore it becomes 
commonplace to receive emails from people unknown to you at first glance. 

An employee may not initially recognize the name of an email sender. However, 
they may be familiar with a company name. Nothing looks remarkable about the 
email. The employee opens the email, and notices a benign attachment. Naturally, 
the attachment is opened. 

However, what’s different about this attachment, is that nothing appears to 
happen!

The employee attempts to open it again.

The email then gets deleted, or a response is sent stating the attachment cannot 
be opened. The employee moves on with their day without a second thought.

Everything seems normal after this email encounter. Until something precarious 
begins to happen. The employee begins to receive emails from people they know. 
More and more start sliding into the inbox.

At this point, the employee doesn’t remember sending out any emails with this 
subject line. 



As the employee scratches their head, it hasn’t yet all come together. Now the 
phone calls and texts start coming in. “Hey! You sent me a strange email, and when 
I try to open the attachment, nothing happens!”  

This is where the employee realizes something isn’t right.  Panic starts to set in.

You’ve been breached.

Sometimes employees report these 
incidents to their IT department. However, 
many times they do nothing for fear of 
losing their jobs.

There is now a clear and present danger that 
someone is now in your company’s system. 
Now that the hackers are in their focus is 
on compromising your external network of 
clients, patients and even vendors.

It Happens Everyday
Shockingly, the average cost of a cybersecurity incident runs about $3.92M 
globally. While the damages vary, the country with the highest average breach 
costs is the United States. This is a staggering average of $8.19M per breach. The 
hardest hit industry to date is Healthcare. (IBM Security)

Here’s the reality of cybercrime in 2020 - most US firms have already been 
compromised.  The incident rate is 43% for small businesses (Verizon) - that’s 
fewer than 100 employees and revenues under $50M (Gartner).

For lawyers + title insurance companies - cybercriminals are patient. They monitor 
employee email activity pertaining to bank wiring instructions.  Their goal is to 
intercept an email, change wiring instructions for a closing, and re-route that 
money into their own accounts.

For healthcare, medical practices + nursing homes - patient personal information 
is what hackers are after. They steal identities and sell this information on the dark 
web to open fake bank accounts, credit cards; acquire titles to homes, etc. These 
criminals are so brazen, in addition they could start calling your patients and 
holding their personal information hostage for ransom. 
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Once the hackers infiltrate, they don’t strike right away. For instance, they watch, 
they are very patient. From the time monitoring begins and a breach happens, it’s a 
shocking 279 days on average. (IBM Security)

It’s disturbing to think hackers have been watching your company for almost a year. 
And you don’t even know it.

However, it’s crucial in today’s world to understand what to do if hackers hold your 
company hostage.

How a breach occurs
How do cybercriminals accomplish this? Here are the most common examples:

1.  Spear phishing - when your email is targeted to gain personal information

2.  Social engineering - this is usually done in person or on the phone trying to 
persuade your admin to give up information on your third party vendors. This can 
include a breach of your social media accounts. Hackers can log in and impersonate 
you with the intention of exploiting your connections.

3.  CryptoLocker - this ransomware targets computers locking the user out of their 
computer and will only be released once the ransom is paid

Cybercriminals #1 weapon of choice is your email inbox. The second is through your 
third party vendors. Just to note the power of these simple breach strategies, 70% 
of untrained employees are likely to open a phishing email. (Breach Secure Now)

What To Do If Hackers Hold Your 
Company Hostage
It’s natural to think you can do some simple things 
to mitigate a breach. For instance, thinking that 
changing a password will remedy the breach. Not so.

The #1 objective when you detect a breach, is 
containment.

Think of a breach like a crime scene. Don’t start cleaning anything up, your action 
item is to call an cybersecurity incident response company to remediate the breach.

For example, let’s use the scenario of your house getting robbed. The first thing 
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the police will do is to ensure the criminal still isn’t in home, then begin collecting 
forensic evidence.  

If you try to go it alone, you may wind up hurting yourself further. You run the risk 
of tipping your hand and angering the criminals. This causes them to unleash an 
even worse scenario. And you have no idea what else they know about you or your 
systems.

Risk Management 

Here is a 3 phased approach:

1. Prevention - employees are your front line when it comes to phishing emails. 
97% of people in the world cannot identify a phishing email. (Infosec). Training 
your employees how to identify a phishing email is simple and effective. Most of 
the time, an employee innocently opens an email they shouldn’t. You can place a 
monitoring tool onto your email system, much like a house alarm. This will monitor 
every action happening behind the scenes with that email. This tool will alert your 
company early on in preventing a larger incident. This monitoring won’t prevent a 
breach, but will track the behavior of the hacker actively monitoring your systems. 

2. Insurance – cybersecurity insurance helps pay expenses should a breach 
occur.  Many of these incidents occur at the 7 figure level.  However, there are 
a lot of exclusions pertaining to human error.  Insurance is NOT a substitute for 
management and detection, but can help manage your costs on the other end.

3. Cybersecurity + Managed IT - most companies have gotten used to the idea 
that they require some level of managed IT. Whether it’s an outside company or 
in-house employee, there are the gaps in your current managed IT that need to be 
filled:

1. Antivirus - this threat detection longer stops a ransomware attack 

2. Patching and updating - many times security updates are weeks behind the 
latest threats

3. Backups -  run the risk of getting encrypted by ransomware 

4. Firewalls - are limited in their ability to detect malicious activity.  Most network 
traffic is encrypted or staff is working off-site and not behind the firewall
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The Cost of Hackers Holding Your Company Hostage

With cybersecurity you have a choice, either a proactive or reactive strategy. 

Reactive: You may not be ready to invest in a managed and detection response 
plan. However, you will need to have someone on “speed dial” to respond 
immediately when an incident occurs.  Many companies put a cybersecurity 
company on retainer to offer priority service should you experience a hacker 
holding your company hostage. The sooner you get an incident response 
company involved, the more likely you are to save your business from thousands 
of dollars in ransom fees, loss of business, and loss of reputation. An average 
retainer can range between $1000-$3000. 

Proactive: many cybersecurity 
companies can make this very cost 
effective. For instance, for the cost of an 
(initial or additional) in-house employee, 
you can hire a team of IT professionals.  
Not only do they oversee your managed 
IT, but fill in your cybersecurity gaps. An 
average managed IT employee salary 
can run anywhere from $60,000 per 
year to over six figures. This can vary on 
location and skillset. In addition, there 

is a severe shortage of talent for hire currently. You can make your operating 
expense dollars go farther with more services provided. 

Listen, we know no one wakes up in the morning wanting to purchase 
cybersecurity services. We get it. It’s about finding the right sized solution 
for you regardless if you work with our company. You want to know what to 
do if hackers hold your company hostage BEFORE it happens. Schedule your 
complimentary call here to discuss what your company needs to do to lower your 
risk of a hacking incident and ransom demands. It’s completely confidential and 
free of charge.

https://beyondcs.com/managed-it-services/cyber-security-services/
https://beyondcs.com/managed-it-services/cyber-security-services/
https://chrisbcs.youcanbook.me/
https://chrisbcs.youcanbook.me/
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Chris Noles, President
Beyond Computer Solutions
Phone: 678.799.7635
Email: chris@beyondcs.com
Address: 225 Reformation Parkway, Suite 200 Canton, GA 30114
Schedule a call

Chris Noles works with Title Insurance Companies, Law Firms, and Specialized 
Medical Practices when a cybersecurity breach threatens their clients, patients, 
and good reputation. His company, Beyond Computer Solutions out of Atlanta GA, 
provides proactive detection services as well as traditional managed IT services both 
locally and nationally.

Chris partners with CIOs, Operations Managers, Director of Operations, Vice 
Presidents, and Compliance Managers; insurance companies and attorneys who 
handle cybersecurity breaches.

Chris’s team has played a significant role remediating high profile cybersecurity 
breaches. His team is highly experienced in negotiating ransom demands, and 
creating ease when these incidents occur. 

Chris’s company handles incident response as well as more proactive approaches. It 
all starts with a complimentary assessment by video conference.

His firm, Beyond Computer Solutions, has been awarded as one of the top 501 MSP’s 
worldwide.
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